Deuterium nuclear magnetic resonance investigation of the exchangeable sites on gramicidin A and gramicidin S in multilamellar vesicles of dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine.
Solid gramicidin A and S and their interaction with DPPC bilayers were examined by 2H NMR as well as 31P NMR and differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). The deuterium spectra arose from deuterons associated with the peptide through chemical exchange in 2H2O. The spectra from both peptides were characterized by a quadrupolar splitting parameter, omega Q/2 pi approximately 150 kHz, and an asymmetry parameter, eta approximately 0.17. An additional 33 kHz, eta = 0 component arising from deuterons on mobile ornithine side chains was present in gramicidin S. In the gel phase of dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine liposomes the gramicidins gave spectra that had components identical with those obtained from the solids. In the liquid-crystalline phase gramicidin A containing samples gave multicomponent spectra with a maximum quadrupolar splitting value of 133 kHz, eta = 0. A minimum in the T2e was observed, coinciding with the onset of the broadened phase transition measured by DSC and 31P NMR, due to the onset of axial rotation of the peptide in the bilayer. The different powder patterns in the liquid-crystalline spectra from gramicidin A probably arise from different amide sites along the transmembrane channel. The broad component of the 2H NMR spectra from gramicidin S in liposome preparations was not affected by the lipid-phase transition. The T2e was also constant over this temperature range. The results are consistent with a location of gramicidin S at the membrane surface.